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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the influence of design variations on spatial distribution of Ventilation Efficiency (VE) in idealized residential 
building groups. Series of design cases referring building length and spacing changing are investigated using Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulation method. Air change rate (ACH) and purging flow rate (PFR) are adopted as evaluation indices of 
ventilation efficiency. Simulation results indicate that these design changes have evident effects on distribution of spatial ventilation 
efficiency. Widening building spacing could improve ventilation efficiency of different spaces. However, the benefit is not linear 
improved as spacing distance increases. When the distance is higher than 15m, improving extent of spatial ventilation efficiency 
decreases evidently. Variations of building length also has effect on distribution of spatial ventilation efficiency. As building length 
increase, less wind could reach into space between south and north buildings, which lead to the decrease of wind ventilation for 
middle residential-unit. Preliminary study indicates that building length should be restricted within 5 residential-unit. 
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1. Introduction 

Wind conditions of exterior spaces relate closely to outdoor air quality and thermal environment. Good wind 
conditions around buildings can effectively dilute pollutants and excess heat. On the other hand, outdoor air quality 
and temperature can also affect indoor air quality and temperature by mechanical and/or natural ventilation. The indoor 
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and outdoor air quality and temperature relate closely to people’s thermal comfort and healthy, and will ultimately 
influence building’s energy consumption. It is especially important for residential area. Optimizing urban form 
(building shape, spacing and layout patterns) is accepted as an effective mean of providing a better outdoor ventilation 
condition [1]. But how to create good ventilation conditions through appropriate urban design poses a challenge for 
architects. Therefore, an understanding of relationship between urban design parameters and spatial ventilation 
efficiency (VE) is essential for architects to optimizing exterior wind environment. 

Based on measurement and numerical simulation, numerous studies had discussed the influence of design variations 
on spatial ventilation efficiency. Bady et al. [2] uses two-building and building array geometrical models to assess 
effects of urban street width to height ratio and layout patterns on ventilation efficiency of selected local domains. 
Kato and Huang [3] further evaluates ventilation efficiency in complex urban street space, and spatial ventilation 
efficiency of four local domains are analysed. Hang et al. [4,5] used some simple idealized city models to explore 
effect of city shape and street configuration on flow mechanism and pollutant dispersion. Furthermore, influence of 
building height variability on pollutant dispersion in idealized high-rise urban city models were also studied by Hang 
et al. [6]. Buccolieri et al. [7,8] also studied spacing change on air exchange rate using numerical modelling. Similar 
studies have been performed by Sabatino et al. [9], Ramponi et al. [10], Razak et al. [11] and Lee et al. [12]. Beside 
the ventilation studies of urban-like building groups, recent studies had also discussed influence of micro-scale 
building arrangements on exterior wind environment, such as building sizes and distances [13], layouts [14] and street 
building configurations [15]. But it needs to point out that most of these studies have been concerned with proposing 
an evolution method of measuring effects of design variations on outdoor wind environment. For spatial ventilation 
efficiency study, only several typical spaces are investigated under several design cases. Rare studies had discussed 
series design various on spatial distribution of wind ventilation efficiency. However, it is very important to provide 
good wind environment for each residential living unit. 

This study is attempted to probe into the correlation between residential building design various (building length 
and spacing) and spatial distribution of wind ventilation efficiency. The multi-residential building district is selected 
as an example for ventilation performance, as they account for the largest proportion in current China. Series of design 
cases of residential building groups are established to discuss the effect of lateral spacing and building length change 
on spatial distribution of wind ventilation efficiency. As for the evaluation indices of ventilation efficiency, air 
exchange rate (ACH) and purging flow rate (PFR) adopted. These indices are selected as they are two of the commonly 
used evaluation indices in previous urban ventilation studies [2-5]. To calculate these ventilation performance indices, 
ANSYS-Fluent is adopted in this study. It is a widely used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation tool, 
which can provide whole-flow field data. 

2. Method 

2.1. Description of the building configurations 

For sizes of individual residential building, Liu and Ding made a systematic summary of different types of living 
units of newly built residential building in China [16]. Based on their study, the minimum length of residential building 
is set as 28.8m, which is a single living-unit building. The maximum length of residential building is 86.4m, which 
consists of 4~5 residential-unit. Building breath and height are 11m and 18m respectively.  

Based on these residential building sizes, a 6 x 5 building groups model is set up as the simulation object, as shown 
in figure 2a. The interested area is between the 3rd and 4th row buildings, which have two rows of upstream buildings 
for all wind directions. The longitudinal, namely south-north spacing b is 24m, which meets the requirement of design 
code, i.e. 1:1.33 coefficient of sunlight spacing, while the east-west spacing d is determined as 7.2 m according to fire 
protection design code. The length of surrounding building is set as constant (a=72 m). For the central studied area, 
the length of buildings (L) and east-west spacing D1 and D2 varies as the study demand. To discuss the influence of 
building length and spacing changing on spatial distribution of wind ventilation efficiency. Three types of building 
layout changes are established, as shown in Fig 2b. Case A denotes the varying building length while Case B (Case 
B1 and Case B2) and Case C (Case C1 and Case C2) stand for two types of spacing varying based on variation of 
Case A. Wind direction is perpendicular to building long façade, which is set as the worst wind condition [17]. 
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